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An e&mate is made of the effeot of vax%.tion of aspeot ratio end
thiokness paremeter on the damping derivative of a reotangdar wing perform-ing
pitohing osoillations in a supersonic stream. After a discwsion of various
theories of uustedy two-djmensional supersonio flow round aerofoiJs, that due to
Van Dyke7 is oombinedwith the lineaidzed. supersonio theory for a rectangular flat
plate to obtain the effect on the dempjng in pitch.
The values given apply to wings
of 5ymnetrioal
bicosect&m
oscillatbg
at low frequency, in e stream of
3aah number suoh that the shock at the loading dge is attaohed.
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Introduction

This note draws attention to the need for more informrtion about the
forces actjng on oscillating wings at trsnsonic end supers0niC speeds. Lineartied
flat Plato theory, which is available for t??e-dxi~3%iond motion ‘?d oertxain
three-d3mnnsioml
plan formzz (see, e.g., Refs. 12, 20, 21), predicts ncgst1ve
&mping in pitoh at supersonic speeds under somecircumstsnoes, e.g., in twodimensions when the pitching axis is forward of the two-thxds chord position end
This prediotion is supported by
the Mach number is suffioiently
near to utity.
certain inoidents which have occurred during tests of guided missiles snd which
appear to be due to onedegree-of-f're&lom instability
of the all-moviw control
However
a
laxowledge
of
the
effect
of
finite
thickness is still required.
surfaoes.
Several two-dimensionel theories dealing with the effect of thiclmess have-been
produced (Refs. 2 to IO), sd. sre discussed 5n &, but dortunately
they disagree,
end no ixansonic or thrce-d.imensiond supersonic thLory zncluding thickngss effects
eppetis to be available. No systematic experimental jnvestigation has been-carried
out, although a few results are available in particular oases, e.g., those of
Ref.17. Tests at the N.P.L. on double snd single wedge profiles whioh it is
proposed to carry out in the neer future may throw some light on the situation.
4.

Consideration of Unsteady Two-dimensionsl Supeszgc Flew Theories
(i)

Discussion of Theories for Generd Profiles

Several e&hors (Refs. 2-10) have produocd theories giving the effect-of
finite thxtiess
on the forces acting on a two-dxnonsional aerofoxl performing smsJ.1
amplitude oscillations jn a supersonic strosm. It is assumedthat the shock at the
leading edge is attached and, usudly, that the frequency is small. Unfortunately
the results differ widely from theory to theory, and in this section some
consideration/

0
.
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consideration is given to the methods by which they mre obtained, The only
experimental work which seems to be available as a chock is that desoribod. in
Rof.17, and the results given there ere not sufficient to dociClc which, if eny, of
the theories is oorrect,
.
Jones' theory of Ref.2 is en attempt to obtain the unsteady pressures
for low frequency oscillation s by txking the steady Busemanntheory for twodimensionel aerofoils in the form

Ci , ca , G and D are the Buscmanncoefficients,
W/V is the tLangent
of the local en&c of upward deflection of the flow, end We/V0 'is the corresponding
vnlue at the leading edge, an3 replaoing W/V0 by cn appropriate equivalent
unsteady value in order to obtain tho unsteady pressures. For small frequenoies,
two-dimensional flat plate theory' suggests that \(J/Vo be replaced in (1) by an
equivalent unsteady looal deflection given by

where
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v.

where W is now the instentaneous upwash due to the shape and oscillating motion
'Ihe justification
is that when '8 is .substituted for W in
of the aerofoil.
equation (I), end only the first term on the right ~CS-I~side is retained, the vaLue
of P - PO is that given by oscillating flat plate theory. The integral in (2)
thus allows for tho effect of the motion of these parts of the aerofoil lying
between the leading edge end the point corresponding to x.
Since W/V0 is known
from the prescribed oscillatory motion of the aerofoil, the pressure may be
determined by (I) and (2). If it is assumedthat the amplitude of oscillation is
sufficiently
smell for its square to be neglected the pressure is given to first
order in thickness by the first two terms on the right hand side of (I), so that
the assumption involved in results to this accuracy is that the modification implied
by (2) to the first term of (I) mey also be used in the seconFl, For a 7% biconvex
wing pitching about the half-chord axis this theory gives better agreement with
tho experimental values of Ref.17 than does linearizcd flat plate theory, insofar
as it predicts positive demping for pitching about tha half-chord exis, whereas
flat plate theory predicts negative damping at the Mach numbers considereL
The method of Rcf.3 consists of a small perturbation procedure applied
to the known stoa?ly flow round a two-dimensional profile, resulting in a lincer
differentiLl
equation for the velocity potontiel of the small unste~y part of the
velocity field,
For the case of an attaohed shock this equation is bypcrbolic in
type and is solvea by a numerical step-by-step method start'
at the leading edge
shook wave and proceeding downstresm. Nmr the leafiing edge
assumed
pointed) the
7
velocity potential is taken to be the solution for a flat plate oscillating in a
sireem of Maoh number equal to that ixmediately behind the attaohed shock. This
method is not restricted to low frequency, ana provided the starting solution is
correct it is difficult
to see any objection to it, apart from the practical one
that in general it involves a considerable amount of computation for each
combination of ficquency parameter and Mach number. In the case of a single-wedge
profile the method becomesparticularly
simple since the step-by-step solution
ten be replaced by an analytical one; this profile will be considered later.
I’Jylly’s
theory (Rcfs. 4, 5 on3 6) is based on an expension of the velooity
potential in a series of powers of the thickness paremeter end frequency parameter,
the resulting linear differential
equations being solved by a complicate3 enalytical
method. The pressure coefficient on the upper surface of the aerofoil is given in
the notation of the present report by

.

. . ,...

ma

D - y(#
- M;) + 3i$ - IOM; + IoM;
- ---------------------------

(3)

,

33;

This result is open to objection for two reasons, One, due to Ven Dyke7: is based
on the fact that at the leading edge the pressure is entirely cletermined.by the
local upwash, i.e., by Y' - a t &b/V0 .~-a this condition is no+ satisfied by (3).
'Ihe other rests on the fact that the limit&g fcxn of (3) for very large 1%
does not agree with Lighthill's
high Mach number theory10 whereas the theorlos of
Vsn Dykey end Jones2 30 so agree. Wylly's theory for closed profiles pre?,iots a
large damping effeot due to thichness for all. exis positions, jn disagreement with
the other theories which predict destabilizing effects for forward sxis positions.
!Phemethod of obtajning Van Qyke's result7

has not been published SO that no commentis possible, Equation (4) a+yrees with
heory whon i$, is very large, 2nd moreover it agrees to second order
Lighthill's
jn thiokness h with on extension to eny axis position of Cmrier's theory9 for.3 sin&
wedge oscillatjng about its apex.
Lighthill's
theoryi is applicable to very ?&,h Mach numbers end.uses t$e
fact that when the Maoh number is very large the veridion of the flow with y is
very lsrge competed to the variation tith
x so that the problem resuoes to one ix
!&e
tiioh
y is the only tidependent vwiable for eaoh partioulsz value of x.
range of &oh numbers oonsidered is outside that for whioh negative dem@ngin pitoh
may be expected so that the theory aoes not apply so far as this Eote is concerned,
but, ss has been stated, it gives a oheck on the limiting forms of the others.
Fig.1 shows tho stability diwrsms oorresponding to those theories for
a 5s thick biconvex aerofoil osoillating ti pitch s.bout en axis cistsnoe ho
behind the lead% edge. No curve corresponds tQ Wylly's theory appears sjnoe
this predicts positive tinping for all oombinatiozs of h and Mo , All the
theories predict an increase in dampiq for axes behind the half-chord but vsry
for axes forward of this position,

Vsn mkels theoxy has n~fl been published as MSupersonic flow past oscillating
airfoils inoluding non4inear thickness effeots", N.A.C.A. !Tech. Note 2982,
Jdy, 1953.

,
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(ii)

The Sir&e Wer3~~Profile
-

A particulszly simple case arises v&en the profile is a sir&e we&~?,
since the streem behind the shock (as,sumedto be attached) 1s then uniform. It
seemsplausible to assumethat the forces on the surface arc those on a flat pled
oscillating in a stresm of Mach number, density, etc., equal to those behind the
shock. If free streem values are denoted by the suffix 0 and those behid the
shock by suffjx I, then the forces on a wedge in a free stresm of Mesh nu~nbcr M.
are assumedto be those on a flat Plate in a free stream of Mach nu?bcr Mi ,
Since the relation between MO and Mi is redly found from shcck tables it is
possible to plot a stability
diagram for any particulCar we&e a@e, An objection
to this procedure is that since the Mach lines behind the shock are inclined at an
engle k to the surface enClcut the shock, the flat plate correspondi% to the
surf&e of the wedge is not oscillating in an unl%nited region of Kach nmber Mi
but one limited by the shock-wave, so that the shock may ha.ve some effect on the
aerofoil,
Sewell~~ has shovmthat the small variatiors.in shock position due to
the oscillation ~~11 have no effect.
A stability diagram plotted in this way for
a wedge of 5’ semi-apex angle is inclufied in Fig.2; the procedure is equivalent
to that of Ref.3 and the curve is so marked,
If this assumption is madethe P~GZXJJXon the upper surface is given,
for low frequency, by flat plate theory as

If this is transformed by usms the approximate relations between
corresponding quentities behmd Candshead of the shock (Ref.l8), i.e.,

where u is the wedge semi-apex angle and the cxpresslons are correct
order in co, then

x

[(2

- Q(M;N

to first

- I) + 2M:(N - III

which oorrespon& to Vsn Dyke's result exoept for the last term where M3 - 1
replaca
MgN- 2 . This difference is presumdYLydue to the ?Lfference in boundary
conditions at the shock mentioned above.
Equatiod

-6Equation (5) may .&SC bo obtained by taking a result proved for steady
flow in Ref.3, i.e.,
P -Pi

. . . . . . (7)

= - P$ytmP$.a,

and substituting for C& an equivalent unsteady engle of incidence as dcsoribed in
connection with Ref.2. Here suffix 1 refers to quentities in the undistmbcd
position of the aerofoi13 end p is the pressure corresponds to CLsmrLl1<an&o
of incidence a,
Fig.2 shows stability diagrsms oorrcsponding to the various theories for
a 5’ semi-apex angle single wcdgc profile,
All agree in the general trend but
aiffer a~ t0 it.9 mgtitufk.
In this note Van Dyke's theory has been used though it cannot be
Vsc of this theory evolves restriction
regarded as certain that it is correctto low frequency parameter and an attached shock at the leading eke. As I%C as
the subsequent work is concerned it would have been equally simple to use o.?y
of the others.
5.

FormA.ae for Rec&ansular Wing

For a wing pitching
expressed in the form

about eny g2ven axis the pitching momentmey bo

tiere mq, and q are functions of IJo end h.
Here q ia the coefficient
determining the damping in pitch, damping being positive if m& < 0.
Several authors (Refs. II to 16) have investigated by linearized theory
the problem of determining ma for a plane rectsngular wrng of aero thiotiess;
the value used here is taken h om the work of Watkins10 where it is given in a
convenient form. In the notation of 82,

for small frequenoies.
The first term corresponds to thL two-dimensional flat-plate
second gives the effect of finite aspect ratio.

theory, the

Now according to Van Gyke's thoory7, for a symnnetrioal biconvex aerofoil,

the first term again being the tv~-dime?ional
g$ving the thickness effect.

flat-plate

reLl.t,

end the second
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It seemsreasonable to combine (9) and (10) and take

4

+ k --3p;

M;(N - 1)
- (M$ - 2)(1 -

..,..*

(II)

---i;----.
0

0s the equation giving - q for a rectmgular whg of aspeot ratlo A a and.
bioonvex section of thickness ratio k , ceoillatuag a$ low frequenoy; that 1s to
sey it is assumedthat the tip effect oan be superimposerl on the thickness effect.
This equdion wes used to compute - q for various oomblnations of
A,k,Mo
end h, and the results ere given LL Figs. 3 to 7. Flg.3 shows the
effect on the stability diagram of vezying A alone with k = 0 , and shcvrs the
Since equation (9) applies only to
stabilizw
effect of reducing aspeot ratlo.
I
low aspeot ratio will
wingswith
A > -- it is not certain whcthcr e. sufficiently
PO

.

Fig.4 illustrates
the resul?c of varying k
eliminate the instability
altogether.
alone, with A = w, shcwing the stabilising effect for sxos dcwnstream of about
0.39 of the ohord and destabilising forward. Figs. 5 and 6 shmq the effect of
If the infinite flat plate (A = co, k = 0)
oombining these two variations.
is taken as the basis of coqarison, and only axes lyjng on the wi.?@ (0 < h < I)
are oonsidcred, it appears that except for sxes very near the leading edge, a
reduction of aspect ratio to 6 ti suf'fioient to cverccme the dcstabilizq
effect
of an tiorease of k from 0 to 0.05, i.e., for axes cn the wing, a wing llith
k = 0.05 and A = 6 is at least as stable as sn infinite flat plate, except
for exes very near the leading edge. A sjmiler result is true for A q 3 and
to the values of A
k = 0.10.
Fig.7 shows somevalues of - m& correspotia
and k used in Fig.5 and leads to the same oonzlusion.
Since the leading edge shock becomesdctaohed for MO< 1.27 for
o-es oorresponding to these
k = 0.05, zd for MO < 1.47 if k = 0.10,
thickness par<smetersbecomemeaningless for Mach numbers belmv these values,
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